
Pro 5 Performance Filtration (Everyday Driving)
On-Road performance focuses on engine efficiency and power creation. Maximizing airflow to 
your engine is key in unlocking its performance. Volant provides cutting-edge Pro-5 cotton gauze 
air filters for the daily commuter driving mainly on-road. Five layers of cotton gauze filtration 
seperate Volant's Pro-5 air filters from the competition/ Using premium textiles, specifically 
chosen to produce an ideal blend of airflow and filtration properties, Volant Pro-5 filters are 
engineered to maximize power gains. Pro-5 filters coax maximum power from your engine, 
boosting horsepower and available torque. Numerous deep pleated segments increase the Pro-5 
filter's surface area and in-turn overall filter loading capacity. Increased surface area reduces 
maintenance intervals, allowing you to drive further before requiring maintenance.



PowerCore® Legendary Off-Road Performance (Off-Road/Dry Dusty Conditions):
Off-Road automotive performance products are built to a more rugged standard than everyday 
performance products in order to handle the demand of various terrains and harsh elements. 
Filtration is possibly the most important aspect to consider because it affects the long term 
performance of the engine. Volant is proud to offer Donaldson PowerCore® Filters for off-road and 
adventurous drivers. Donaldson PowerCore® filters have far superior filtration compared to 
traditional cotton gauze air filters. PowerCore® filters are specially designed to filter more and 
greater amounts of fine particulate than other performance filtration options. Donaldson® 
perfected the PowerCore® filter in extreme environments around the world, leveraging their 
extensive knowledge of specialty filtration products designed for usage in heavy equipment and 
military applications. Today, millions of PowerCore® air filters are utilized around the world and 
trusted by professionals to deliver in the harshest environment on the planet. PowerCore® Air 
Filters are ideally suited for off-road and outdoor enthusiasts due to their unmatched filtration 
properties and efficiencies (Up to 99.97% efficient). Volant Performance backs Donaldson 
PowerCore® air filters with a 4 year or 100,000 mile warranty regardless of driving conditions. If 
your lifestyle and driving is more #WhereTheRoadEnds you need the Volant air intake with 
PowerCore® Air Filtration.



Primo Diesel Air Filtration (Everyday Driving):
Diesel engines operate differently from gas engines requiring greater air volume than gas engines.   
In order to achieve adequate airflow diesel engines create a tremendous amount of suction and 
under certain conditions are capable of collapsing poorly built filters.  To meet the unique 
demands of diesel engines, Volant Primo filters are designed with 8 Layers of filtration and heavy 
duty filter mesh that adds structural integrity to prevent filter collapse.

With 8 rugged layers of interwoven media, designed to stop debris from entering the engine and 
enhance strength; Primo filters have been engineered to stand up to the unique demands of diesel 
engines.

Volant provides the best in performance air intake systems equipment.

https://www.carid.com/volant/
https://www.carid.com/air-intakes.html
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